WORKING WITH GUIDES
This is a process activated by your own intention to open your intuitive
capacity in relation to working with your Soul contracted Divine team,
your guides and helper beings. It activates the willingness, connection
and higher vibrations that assist you to awaken to a more conscious
experience of working with your guides in the way that most serves your
highest good.
It assists to clear fear, blockages and limitations in the way of these
sacred relationships from deepening in an empowered, aligned and
fulfilling way to serve you on your life-journey.
The recommendation is to use this activation prayer once a day for 21
days straight, especially if it’s your first time working with it, or follow
your intuition as to how best to bring this activation into your life. Leave 7
days for integration then repeat for another 21 days if you feel drawn.
Ongoing cycles help deepen the activation
When using activation prayers like these, speak out loud with strength
and power taking your time so you feel really present and connected to
each word and sentence.

“I hereby declare my true and heartfelt intention to awaken my
natural intuitive capacity and my natural ability to more deeply
connect to my true inner guidance system.
I recognise my true inner guidance system connects me to my
Higher Self presence, to Pure Source Energy and to my Soul
contracted, Divine Team of unconditionally loving helper beings.
I hereby declare I am ready willing and able to re-activate,
remember and reconnect on a deeper and more manifested level,
to a conscious and empowered relationship with my beloved
Divine Team. (this paragraphs x 3)
Beloved Divine team of I honour you
Beloved Divine team I am deeply grateful for you
Beloved Divine team I choose to remember you

Beloved Divine team I use my free will to invite you into my
awareness on a deeper level and with all of my heart I grant you
permission to be more present, available and interactive with me
in alignment with my highest good.
I recognise I am a sovereign empowered being with a Soul path
and free will
I recognise I am a fractal of light of the one true Divine
I recognise myself as a light being in human form who, by the
grace of God/Source, has the Divine right to ask for help,
guidance and support in co-empowered ways to assist me on my
life journey. I now put out that call.
Beloved Divine team, assist me now to clear and release any fear,
blockage, limitation or contraction within my being preventing me
from calling forth a more miraculous and conscious relationship
with you in the now.
Beloved Divine team assist me now to clear and release past-life
charge, negative cellular memory, trauma, imprints and
conditioning preventing me from calling forth a more miraculous
and conscious relationship with you in the now.
Beloved Divine team assist me now to clear and release any and
all energies and influences on any level of my being preventing me
from calling forth a more miraculous and conscious relationship
with you in the now.
Beloved Divine team that love me unconditionally assist me now
to become more conscious, connected, present and aware of you
as beings of light in Divine service. I honour you and I thank you.
So it is. (this paragraph x 3)
I ask in full faith, so it is.”
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